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Chapter 1: Prologue
Love is something everyone craves. When they find it they go after it. When they find certain love, they are
denied it. When people are denied love or anything in general it is called Forbidden Love. When people are
denied their Forbidden Love they crave it even more.
Forbidden love can be anything. Forbidden Love of demons, fairies, certain professionsâ ¦ But for meâ ¦ my
Forbidden Love is that of another female.
I live in a world governed by ancient laws. Everything is precise and scheduled. Except the way people look
and dress after they are born.
Where I live everyone is of the same bloodline.
We are Werewolves. Pureblood beasts of raw power.
We live in the Valley of the Moon. The Valley is a vast area of fields and forests, completely surrounded by
mountains.
By day we are wolf people. We are in Human form, but have tails and claws (claw size varies depending on
age); the adults have fangs as well as tails and claws. And the Elder is always in wolf form.
By night the moon covers the Valley with its pure light and watches over us while we sleep. It's always like
that. That is except on the Nights of the Full moon.
Only on the Nights of the Full Moon does the true nature of the Werewolf show itself.
On nights like that all the pups (young werewolves who have not yet grown old enough to transform) are
locked in the cavern, a large cave in the side of the mountain beside the village. This is to protect them from
the adults (those that have already transformed) so they don't harm them.
'Why would the pups be in danger because of the adults you ask?'
It's because when the Full moon raises the Beast completely takes over the adult's sense; the Beast over
powers them. This is because no one has yet figured out what it takes to control his or her Beast.
But I swear when I finally transform and get my fangs and claws, I'm not going to let the Beast over power
me. I will tame my Beast and lay claim to my Forbidden Love.
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Chapter 2: Intro
"Alexandra Wolfsbane! Wake up this instant or your going to be late!"
"I'm awake ma! Just getting ready!"
My name is Alexandra Wolfsbane (Alex for short). I live with my Ma, Pa, two brothers Jake and Fang, and
my twin sister Zora. We are Werewolves who live in the valley of the Moon.
I jumped out of bed, threw on black trousers, a white tunic, my black vest, and ran down stairs. My brothers
were already fighting over who gets more food. I dodged Jake as Fang flipped him, and grabbed food for Zora
and I.
"Alex, you and Zora are going to be late. No detours today!"
"Alright, Ma. See you later!"
As I ran out the house, Zora landed beside me. She has a habit of jumping from our bedroom window. I tossed
her share of food to her.
She smiled,
"So Alex. You going to show off today?"
I frowned,
"Even if I do that, and she likes it. It's not as if I can declare my love to her. Ma and Pa would kill me."
"I don't see why it matters. I checked. No where in the Laws of the Moon People does it say that it's forbidden
for a girl to love another girl."
"I know Zora. But everyone says it's a bad thing, and that those that do will never become a full werewolf."
"Don't pay attention to people who say that. They are all old and full of bad meat. Now we have to hurry,
class is about to start. We are finally going to hunt our own prey today."
I smiled,
"Today is the day I prove that being a runt doesn't mean you are weak. I'm going to get the biggest kill today,
and we will eat like royalty tonight."
Zora nodded,
"We are both runts; twins born under a Full Moon. We are two sides of the same coin, one dark the other
light. That has never happened before. We are special."
Zora and I both smiled and said,
'Today is the day we will show our power!"
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Chapter 3: Class of Werewolfs
We were 5 minutes late to class.
"Alex and Zora of course. Just because your runts and are in the advanced class doesn't mean you get special
treatment. You have to be on time just like everybody else."
I suppressed a growl; I hated it when other members of the pack belittled Zora and I. Or belittled any of the
runts for that matter.
Just because we are runts and look completely different from the others everyone else doesn't mean we are
handicapped or anything.
Every member of the pack had brown, blonde or gray hair. The color of their hair is the same as the color of
their fur. Their eyes are usually brown, green, or a mixture.
Zora and I are different though. I was born with Black hair, and blue eyes; Zora was born with White/Blonde
hair, and Gold eyes. Everyone calls us freaks and shuns us.
The Elder of the pack (or alpha) calls us special.
"Now lets get on with the lesson. Today you are going to be hunting your own prey. You will split up. Each of
you will find your own target; you will track, hunt, and kill it. When you have done this you must bring it
back here. For those who have already transformed you may hunt your prey in away form you wish. As for
the runts you only have your half forms so don't hunt anything you can carry on your own. And also, Zora and
Alex to make sure you don't help each other as you always have. You will each go in opposite directions.
Everyone understand?"
Everyone was eager to get started we were shaking with anticipation.
Teacher smiled,
"Alright. Get ready, setâ ¦GO!"
Everyone shot off at once. Zora and I in opposite directions everyone else headed straight forward then split
up.
I ran threw the woods as quickly as my legs could carry me. I had extremely sensitive senses so I could smell
everything even while running. As I continued to run I ignored any small prey I sensed and continued looking
for a big buck, or something bigger.
I would do whatever it took to prove myself to the pack. I would prove that I was just as much an important
member of the pack as they were.
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Chapter 4: Transformation
After running for a while I started to get tired, I slowed down.
As I went deeper into the Forest I started to get a strange feeling that someone was in trouble nearby. I picked
up my pace a little, heading in the direction of this trouble.
As I got closer to the danger I could smell some of the other members of the group, but I could also smell
blood.
I crept to the edge of the clearing and peered around the tree. The scene I saw was horrible. Most of the group
was unconscious, and it was obvious they had gotten beaten up pretty bad. One member of the group still
stood. They were in their wolf form,and even I could see they were scared out of their mind.
The opponent that stood before them was bigger than any animal I had ever seen. It was a black bear at least 5
times bigger than the average bear.
I stood froze, fear had completely enveloped my body. I knew I had to do something otherwise my pack
member was going to die.
The bear advanced, it swung it paw back and prepared to strike. Just as it attacked I moved.
I shot from behind the tree, and landed between the bear and the wolf. I caught the bear's paw; I was expecting
to be tossed aside. Instead the bear struggled to move. Apparently I didn't know my own strength.
I braced myself and with all the strength I could muster threw the bear backwards. It sailed across the clearing
into one of the trees. I turned to the wolf behind me,
"Are you alright?"
The wolf started to change form until Terra EarthScout stood before me.
She was shaking; I stepped towards,
"It's alright. Calm down. Everything is going to be alright Terra."
She pointed behind me,
"It's still alive."
I turned around just as the bear's paw smashed into my face. I flew across the clearing, and went head first
into a tree. I hit the ground hard; I felt horrible. I looked at the bear. It was advancing on Terra.
'What should I do? â ¦There's nothing I can doâ ¦ I'm just a runt. I'm powerless. If Terra and her friends can't
beat this thing how can I?'
Terra fell back. The bear raised it paw. My body started to feel like it was on fire; it was painful. Suddenly a
voice said,
'Stand up. Do not give up. If you truly care for her, then fight.'
Chapter 4: Transformation
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I stood up, and took a step towards the bear. Pain shot threw my body with each step.
The bear let out a blood-chilling roar, and attacked. I shot forward, as I did my body changed.
Black fur sprouted, claws grew, and fangs appeared. I had finally transformed.
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Chapter 5: Respect is Finally earned
I landed on the bears back and dug my claws into its shoulders, and grabbed its throat with my fangs.
As I continued to fight the bear, Terra went to her friends and healed them; her power was the ability to heal
any wound or injury.
Soon I had everyone watching. Only Terra knew that it was me though. As I slashed at the bear's throat there
was a howl; the teacher shot out of the woods followed by the Elder. When they saw what was happening they
stopped. Terra ran to the teacher,
"Thank God your here you have to help her."
Teacher looked at Terra,
"What do you mean her? You were the only female in the group Terra."
"It's Alex. The black Wolf is Alex. She saved me. Please help her."
Teacher frowned,
"This is Alex's first transformation, and her first hunt. She must do this herself. I cannot help her."
Just as teacher said that the bear let out another roar and tossed me off his back. I hit the ground hard but
jumped right back up. I stood glaring at the bear. He stopped as well and glared right back.
The voice returned,
'Concentrate. Let the power take form.'
I closed my eyes. I could feel the power the voice talked about. It swirled threw my body.
As I was concentrating the bear had been advancing, just as it reached me, the voiced shouted,
'Now let it free!'
I opened my eyes; flames erupted from my body. They shot towards the bear and enveloped it in a wall of
black flame.
I heard gasps from everyone.
As the bear fell to the ground the flames vanished. I walked over to the bear. It was still alive but gravely
wounded. I grabbed it throat with my fangs, and broke its neck.
I backed up. My body felt heavy and tired. Using the black flames had taken a lot out of me, but I wasn't done
yet.
I walked to Terra. As I stopped in front of her I noticed the Elder watching me with wide eyes. Not only the
Elder, but also everybody was watching me. I looked at Terra,
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"Why is everybody staring at me?"
Terra smiled,
"Your huge Alex. Your bigger than the Elder."
I stood to my full height and looked at the Elder. He did look smaller than usual.
Teacher walked over to me,
"Your not done yet Alex. You killed it, you must carry it back to the village."
I nodded and walked over to the bear. I grabbed its shoulder and swung it up into the air. It landed on my back
with a thud, but it didn't weigh me down at all.
I turned and headed into the woods in the direction of the village.
Teacher told everyone to finish their hunt, and return only when they were finished.
The Elder and Teacher stayed with me. They were curious as to how long I could carry a bear 2 times bigger
than myself.
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Chapter 6: Glory and Blood
When I stepped out of the woods I expected it to be empty just as it had been when we left. Instead every
member of the pack was there.
My family stood in front.
As I stepped out of the shadows and into the light, everyone gasped.
I was the first black wolf to have ever been born into the pack, as well as the biggest wolf to have ever been
seen.
I laid the bear in front of my mother and father, and then took a step back.
Teacher walked up to my parents,
"Your daughter Alexandra Wolfsbane has finally transformed as well as made her first kill. She is no longer a
pup. As of this day she is a full fledge Werewolf. Her power is that of fire, which takes the form of a black
dragon."
Ma smiled,
"I'm very proud of you dear. Congratulations."
I nodded.
I was going to respond, but as I started to my body shifted back to my half form. I heard everybody gasp; I
looked down to find multiple wounds and blood covering my body.
As I fell to the ground the world around me went black.
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Chapter 7: Love takes form
I don't know how long I was out of it. But when I started coming to I could hear worried voices. They were all
talking about me, wondering if I was going o be alright, when I was going to wake up, and if they could take
me home.
I slowly opened my eyes and waited for them to adjust to the light of the bright room. I looked at my
surroundings. I was in a room I did not recognize, with smells that burned my senses.
Just as I was about to climb out of bed the door opened. I expected a doctor or my mother to walk in but
instead it was an unexpected visitor. It was Terra EarthScout. When she saw me wake and well her face light
up. She turned to go tell everyone I was all right but I stopped her,
"Please don't tell them I awake. I'm not in the mood for that much noise."
Terra nodded. She quietly shut the door and walked to the side of the bed and sat on the stool,
"I never got a chance to thank you for saving me. If it wasn't for you I would be bear food right now."
I nodded,
"No problem. It was a natural response, no big deal."
Terra's head tilted to the side a bit,
"What do you mean 'a natural response'?
I looked at her,
"Isn't it natural to want to protect someone you care about even if it means putting your own life in danger to
make sure they are safe?"
The moment I realized what I had said I instantly regretted it.
Terra blushed,
"You care about me? But you're a girlâ ¦ it's not natural."
I frowned and looked away,
"So I've been told. But no matter what I do my feeling won't go away. I understand if you think I'm a freak.
I'm use to it already."
I expected Terra to get up and leave. Instead I felt a hand on my shoulder. I turned back to Terra; she smiled,
"Close your eyes."
I blinked,
"Why?"
Chapter 7: Love takes form
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Terra smiled,
"Just do it. Don't ask questions Alex."
I nodded and closed my eyes.
I didn't know what to expect, only when I felt Terra's lips against mine did I realize what she was doing. When
she pulled away I opened my eyes. Terra blushed,
"Did you really think you were the only on who had feelings like that Alex?"
I nodded,
"My parents said that no one else in the pack had ever had feelings like that. She said it probably happened to
me because I was 'Special' as the Elder calls me and Zora."
Terra smiled,
"I've liked you since the day I first met you."
My eyes widened,
"What do your parents think about it?"
Terra frowned,
"My parents don't know. They think I'm a perfect female Werewolf. If they found out they would probably
shun me just like they do you and your sister."
I opened my mouth to say something than stopped.
I wanted to kiss her again. I wanted her to always be close to never go far from my side. But I didn't know
what to do.
'Go for it Alex. Don't let anything get in the way of what you want.'
The voiceâ ¦should I really just go for itâ ¦ what if she was just messing with me, and she ends up hating me
because I tried to kiss her?
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Chapter 8: Mark of the Mates
Terra frowned,
"Are you alright?"
I nodded,
"I'm fine. It's justâ ¦ I've grown up hating all those that are higher rank. It's hard to trust anyone even you
because they have always lied and treated me like the runt I am."
Suddenly arms surrounded me.
Terra held me close,
"You are not a runt Alex. You are my Hero. My parents even respect you now. You've moved up in rank to.
Forget what everyone use to think of you. You are no longer a runt, you are rightful member of the pack."
I melted into her embrace,
"Thank you Terra."
I gently gabbed Terra and pulled her down onto my lap.
She smiled,
"What?"
I pulled her close to me and rested my forehead on her shoulder,
"Do you mean everything you say? About liking me?
"Yes, I did. I love you Alex. I want to be by your side forever."
I placed my lips against her neck. Terra was tense, but she relaxed as I wrapped my arms around her. I opened
my mouth, my fangs grew, Terra's breath quickened.
A small smile crept onto my lips,
"You will forever be mine."
As I sank my fangs into Terras neck a small black flame disappeared into her body.
As I pulled away, I licked the blood off her neck; a small scar appeared where I had marked her.
And the black flame surfaced on her skin and took the form of a small black dragon.
Anyone who saw it would know that Terra belonged to me.
Terra sat up and placed her hand on her neck over the mark.
Chapter 8: Mark of the Mates
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"Good thing I have long hair. So now I'm yours? Who's the Alpha?
Yes, your mine. And you're the Alpha because your of higher rank and are better at leading people. I'm Beta
because I'm of lower rank and because the Alpha always has to submit to the Beta advances."
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Chapter 9: A death Revealed
After I marked Terra we sat there for a couple of minutes she told me about things that had been going on
while I had been asleep.
Nothing much had really changed except that everyone wanted to see me use my flames or transform or
something to prove that what they had been told was not a lie.
While Terra was telling me all this I could hear noises in the hallway getting closer. I turned to Terra,
"Our families are walking down the hall in this direction."
Terra nodded,
"We should keep what happened a secret until we are sure they will accept it."
I nodded,
"Alright."
When our parents finally reached the door they knocked and quietly walked in. They didn't expect me to be
awake. But when they saw me sitting up smiles appeared on their faces.
My mother ran to my side and hugged me so tight I thought she was trying to suffocate me. My father just
nodded at me. My brothers were too busy eating but they smiled at me, and Sora was nowhere to be seen.
I looked at my mother,
"Ma where is Sora?"
My mother frowned,
"Alex.......Sora .............is dead. She was attacked by a group of wild boars at the same time that you were
fighting the giant bear. No one sensed the attack because the amount of power surrounding you was so
powerful it messed with everyone's ensues. The Alpha only realized what was going on when you past out and
your power readings dropped."
I couldn't speak, my sister was dead because of me and I didn't even realize she was in danger when it
happened.
'It is not your fault Alex. There was nothing you could have done. If you had tried to save your sister then
terra would have died instead. Do not be sad, do not so weakness.'
I slowly started climbing out of the bed. My mother stepped in front of me.
"Alex you're still too weak to walk around on you...."
My mother's words were cut short. Black fire erupted from my hands and swam in the air around my body
keeping everybody back.
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I climbed the rest of the way out of the bed and walked towards the window. Terra moved closer to me,
"Alex what are you going to do?"
I opened the window, and just as everyone realized what I was going to do I jumped out the window and fell 5
stories to the ground.
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